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Abstract 
Graph groups admit a (finite) presentation in which each relation is of the form xy = yx for 
generators x and y. While the two extreme cases of graph groups, free groups and free abelian 
groups, have been previously shown to be bicombable (in fact, biautomatic), neither of the 
normal forms typically used for the combings generalize successfully to arbitrary graph groups. 
The normal forms presented here which do yield results for arbitrary graph groups utilize the 
concept of a “commuting clique” of generators, and when these normal forms are applied to free 
abelian groups, they differ from the “usual” normal forms. As the set of normal forms is 
a regular language over the free monoid on the set of generators and their formal inverses, it 
follows that graph groups are biautomatic. 
Introduction 
The study of automatic groups has been an active area of research in recent years, 
combining aspects of combinatorial group theory and formal language theory. This 
integration of disciplines not only yields alternate methods of proof for various 
group-theoretic properties such as finite presentation, solvability of the word and 
conjugacy problems, and types of isoperimetric inequalities, but has also proved to be 
a rich area of study unto itself. Automatic groups have been studied by Cannon, 
Thurston, Epstein, Baumslag, Gersten, Short, Shapiro [2, 3, 61, and others. 
The isolation of a geometric property of an automatic structure on a group has led 
to the notion of a combing; this, in turn, has led to the notion of a bicombing. The 
relationship between (bi)automatic and (bi)combable groups-and, for that matter, 
between combable and bicombable groups-is somewhat mysterious. Combings of 
groups were first introduced in a manuscript by Cannon et al. [3], and later studied 
more extensively by Alonso [ 11, Short [ 131, and others. 
Free partially commutative (FPC) monoids were first introduced by Cartier and 
Foata in order to study combinatorial problems involving rearrangements of words 
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[4]. In the last ten years, they have been studied by both computer scientists and 
mathematicians. Consequently, there are some fairly recent results concerning the 
corresponding FPC groups, which are also known as graph groups. In particular, the 
word and conjugacy problems were shown to be solvable by Wrathall [l&16]. 
C. Droms, H. Servatius, and B. Servatius have studied various subgroups of graph 
groups [S, 121. Hermiller and Meier have been independently studying the more 
general notion of a “graph product” of groups, working with graph products of 
automatic groups, semihyperbolic groups, and groups admitting a finite complete 
rewriting system [7]. 
In this paper, we change form the standard generating set for graph groups to 
a generating set comprised of products of subsets of “commuting cliques”, develop 
a reduction system on the free monoid on the set of these generators, and use the 
resulting unique irreducible elements to define a combing for graph groups. This 
combing is then shown to be a bicombing whose image in the aforementioned free 
monoid is a regular language. It follows that graph groups are biautomatic. 
The results in this paper form part of my doctoral dissertation at SUNY Bingham- 
ton under the direction of the late Craig C. Squier. 
0. Preliminaries 
A finite simple graph r induces the following presentation of a group GT: 
(V(T) 1 xy = yx Vx,y E V(T) s.t. x and y are adjacent), 
where V(T) denotes the vertex set of r. A group G is called a graph group provided 
there exists some finite simple graph r s.t. GE GT. To each finite simple graph r 
there is a symmetric, irreflexive relation 0 s V(T) x V(r) given by (x, y) E 0 iff x is 
adjacent to y. Thus a graph group is a group which admits a presentation 
(XJVx,y E 0, xy = yx), where X is a finite set and 8 is a symmetric, irreflexive relation 
on X. We will denote such a graph group by G(X, 0). Notice if r is completely 
disconnected (e = 0), then GT is the free group on V(T), while if r is a complete graph 
(0 = ((7~) E V(r) x V(mx f Y>), th en GT is the free abelian group on V(r). If 
Y s V(T) and all x,y E Y, x # y, satisfy (x, y) E 8, then Y is called a commuting clique. 
Let d be a finite set and d* be the free monoid on d. For a word w E d*, l(w) will 
denote the length of w with respect to d. The identity of &* will be denoted 1. 
Following [3], we say L E d* is a regular d’*-language provided there exists 
a deterministic finite state automaton (DFA) J&! = (&, Q, 6, s, F) which accepts L, 
where JZZ is a finite set called the alphabet, Q is a finite set called the state set, 
S:Q x d + Q is a function called the transition function, s E Q is called the start state or 
initial state, and F s Q is called the set ofjinal states or accept states. 
Let S be a set, + c S x S be a relation on S, and As denote the identity relation 
on S. For n 2 0, define +n inductively by -+’ = As and +n = -+nplo + . 
Let +* = U:zO-)“. An element z E S is called irreducible provided there is no element 
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w E S with z + w. We say that -+ is Noetherian provided there is no infinite chain 
x1-)x2-)x3+ . . . . We say that + is locally conjuent provided whenever u -+ v1 and 
ll+ v2> there exists w ES with vi +*w and v2 +* w. Given x ES, if there exists 
a unique irreducible w ES s.t. x + * w, then we say w is a normal form for x. If + is 
locally confluent and Noetherian, then [ 1 l] each x ES has a normal form, and in this 
case we refer to the set of irreducibles of S as a normal form for S. 
We can apply these concepts to monoid presentations. Let & be a set and R C_ &‘* 
x d*. Define --f = { (urv, usv) E _zZ* x d* 1 u, v E&* and (r, s) E R}, and let - denote the 
equivalence relation on d* generated by + (so - is the congruence relation on &* 
generated by R). The monoid presented by (d, R) is then M(d, R)g-d*/ - . (d, R) is 
called a complete presentation provided + is locally confluent and Noetherian. 
If G is a group generated by a finite set X, we adjoin formal inverses to obtain a set 
of monoid generators J&! = X u XP 1 for G. The inclusion of & into G extends to 
a monoid homomorphism p: &* + G. The length of g EG is given by 
lglx = min{l(w) E lV) w l d* and p(w) = g}. We will often regard 1;4 as a subset of G, 
suppressing the homomorphism ~1; however, we will usually distinguish between 
a nontrivial element of ~2” - & and its corresponding image in G by explicit use of ,u. 
The Cayley graph TX(G) of G with respect to the generating set X is the directed graph 
with vertex set G and an oriented edge labelled p(x) from the vertex g to the vertex gp(x) 
for each g E G and each x EX. The length function above induces a function 
d: G x G -+ FU defined by d(g, h) = (9-l hi,; thus we can consider T,(G) as a metric space 
in the obvious way, and G acts on T,(G) on the left by isometries. Each w = a,a, ... a,,, 
ai E d, can be identified with the path w : ([0, cc ), 0) -+ ( T,(G), 1) from 1 to ,u(w) defined 
inductively by w(0) = 1, w(i) = p(w(i - l))p(aJ for i < n and w(i) = w(n) for i > n. 
A section 0: G -+ &* of p: d* + G is called a combing provided 3K > 0 s.t. Vg E G 
and Vx EX, d(o(g)(t), o(gx)(t)) I K Vt 2 0. A combing o:G+ d* is geodesic if 
Vg E G, a(g) is a geodesic, i.e., if 1(0(g)) = JgjX. For g E G and w E&‘*, g. w denotes the 
image of the path w under the left G-action of g. A combing rr: G -+ d* is called 
a bicombing provided 3 K > 0 s.t. Vg E G and Vx E X, d(x . o(g)(t), a(xg)(t)) I K. 
The existence of a (bi-) combing is independent of the set of generators chosen [ 133. 
As usual, we will call a group G (bi-)combable if there exists a (bi-)combing for G with 
respect to some (finite) generating set. Combable groups are finitely presented and 
have a solvable word problem; bicombable groups have a solvable conjugacy problem 
[13]. It is unknown whether every combable group is bicombable. 
A group G generated by a finite set X is (bi-)automatic provided G has a 
(bi-)combing c: G -+ d* = (X u X- ‘)* such that a(G) is a regular d*-language. 
1. A normal form for graph groups 
Let X be a finite set, JZJ = X u X- ‘, 0 be a symmetric, irreflexive relation on X, and 
G = G(X, 8) be the corresponding graph group. We now introduce a reduction system 
which will yield profitable normal forms. 
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Notation. For u 5 X u X- ‘, let u-l = {x-~Ix~E.u} and a(u) = (U u u-‘) n X (the 
alphabet of u). 
Definition. Let 55’ = { [u]lu E X u X-l, Vx # y EU, (a(x), CC(Y)) E 0). 
A typical element of %? is of the form [{xy, xy, . . . ,x>>], where Xi E X, Fi = _+ 1, and 
Vi #j, (Xi,Xj) ~0 (so Xi # xj). A total ordering of X induces a surjection p:V -+ &‘* 
which sends each [u] E %? to the word consisting of the juxtaposition of the elements of 
u in increasing order (notice that it is impossible to have both x and x- ’ in u by 
definition). This map then extends uniquely to a monoid homomorphism p : %F* + at*. 
Thus V* is a set of monoid generators for G via the monoid homomorphism 
p:V --f G given by 
For each [u] E%‘, E(U) is contained in some maximal commuting clique of elements of 
X; hence @ is independent of the ordering of X. 
Now we define our rewriting rules for elements of %*; let + denote disjoint union. 
Definition. Let w1 ,w2 E%?*, x EX, and E = _+ 1. Then 
(1) w1 Cul cv + bc>l w2 + w1 [u + {x”)] [II] w2 provided Vy E cc(u), (x, y) E 0. 
(2) WlCU + {x-E)ICfJ+ {XF)1w2+w1C~1C~1%. 
(3) w1 Ml W2-‘WlW2. 
Thus we have set up a “left greedy” reduction system; we simply move an element of 
f to;he left whenever possible, cancelling if necessary (as in (2)). We will denote by 
‘, -), and 5 the reductions 1, 2, and 3 (respectively) above. 
Lemma 1.1. -+ is locally conjuent. 
Proof. Let w,w’,w” E %‘* satisfy w + w’ and w + w”. We must find a common reduction 
for 1~’ and w”. 
If either w 5 w’ or w 5 w”, then either w’ = w” or a common reduction w”’ is 
obtained by “switching” the previous reductions, i.e., 
a I I LI b 
w’) - w”’ 
So assume neither w 5 w’ nor w 5 w”. 
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By hypothesis there exists wl,w2,w3,w4 E%?* and [u], [u], [u’], [a’], [r], [s], [r’], [s’] E 
%‘such that (in %Z*) w = w1 [u] [v] w2 = wj [r] [s] w4, w’ = w1 [u’] [u’] w2, and w” = 
wj [J] [s’] w4. So we have 
There are essentially three cases, depending on the relative %-lengths of wi and w3. Let 
1 denote 1,. 
Case 1: /(w,) 2 1(w3) + 2. In this case, there exists 4 E@* such that w1 = w3 [r] [s] q 
and w4 = q[u][v] w2. Hence a common reduction of w’ and w” is 
w3Cr'lC~'IqCu'lC~'lw2. 
Case 2: I(w,) = l(w3) + 1. In this case, w1 = w,[r], [u] = [s], and w4 = [v]w2. 
Since w = w3 [r] [u] [u] w2, we will focus on the common subword [r] [u] [u]. We must 
consider all viable combinations of the reductions 5 and 5 . Each commutative 
diagram which follows illustrates both the case in question and the common reduc- 
tion. Here x,yEX and .s,S = f 1. 
(a) u = u1 + (x”), u = n1 + (y”}, and 
CrlCul + {x~)ICUI + iy'S1 A CrlCh + Cx"} + {y6)lCd 
1 
I 
1 
I 
Cr + ~x~~I[I~II[I~I + Iv">1 ACr + i.f)IITh + {y6)lCuJ 
Notice the left vertical reduction implies Vz E a(r), (x, z) E 0, while the top horizontal 
reduction implies Vz’ E a(u), (y, z’) E 0. 
(b)(i) r = rl + {x-&}, u = u1 + {x”} + (Y-~}(so x # y), u = ul + (y”}, and 
CrI + {~-'JIC% + ix") + {yp531C~~ + (y"}l-l-t CT1 + {x-~J][u~ + {x"}lCull 
2 
I 
2 
I 
CrJCul+ {Y-~IICUI + iy'jl 
2 
+CrJCdChI 
(b)(ii) r = rl + ix-“}, u = ul + (x”}, v = u1 + {x -“}, and 
Cri + {~-E)IC~l + (x">lCu~ + IxE)l -L Crl + {~-~)lC~~lC~~l 
2 
I 
1 
I 
CrJCuJCvl + (xmE)l ' -----+11~11[1~1 + {x~">lChl 
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Notice since u = ui + {x”}, Vz ECI(U~), (x,z) EQ; similarly, since r = rl + {x -“}, 
Vz’ E c+i), (x, 2’) E 8. 
(c)(i) u = u1 + (x -“} + {y”}, u = vi + (x”}, and 
CrlCul + {x-‘) + {Y~)IC~ + {41_2- CrlCh + (Y~)IC~ 
1 1 
[r + (y6}][u1 + &)lr~l + (9)ll-t Cr + :Y~dc%l Cd 
Notice the left vertical reduction implies Vz E R(Y), (y, z) E 8. 
(c)(ii) u = u1 + {x -“>, v = u1 + {x”), and 
Crllu, + {x-E)lC~l + (x”}l 2 4rl cull [Iv11 
1 
I 
2 
T 
CT + cx -c~Ic~~lIc~l + cq1 -5 [r + {x -e}] [Ul + (x”}] [VJ 
Notice since u = ul + {x -“}, Vz Ea(ui), (x,z) E6. 
(d) r = rl + {x-&S, u = ul + (x”}, v = u1 + (Y”}, and 
Crl + Ix-~)ICU~ + {xE)I[v~ + {Y6)1 -5 Crl + {~-c}IC~l + {x”) + {y”}l[vll 
2 
I 
2 
I 
CrJC~ll[~l + {Y”}I 
1 
>[IrllCul + {Y~~ICV~I 
(Notice the top horizontal reduction implies that x # y.) Since u = ul + (x”}, 
t/z E U(UJ, (x, z) E 8. 
Case 3: l(wl) = l(wg). In this case, wl = wj, u = r, v = s, and w2 = w4. We will focus 
on the common subword [u] [u]. We must again consider the possible combinations 
of the reductions 5 and 5 . As before, x,y E X and EJ = f 1. 
(a) u = ul + (xc} + {y”} and 
Since v = v1 + {x”} + {y”}, (x,y) ~0. Notice the left vertical reduction implies 
Vz E a(u), (x, z) E 8; similarly, the top horizontal reduction implies Vz E a(u), 
(Y, 4 E 8. 
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(b) u = u1 + {x-“} + {yP6}, v = v1 + {x”} + {y”}, and 
cu1 + 1x-7 + {Y -“)lCv, + b”> + {Y”>l~ GUI + W}ICVI + {41 
2 
I 
2 
CUl + (YP6)1 [VI + {Y”Il 
2 
I 
l C%lC~J 
(c) u = u1 + {y-‘}, v = v1 + {x”} + {y”}, and 
cn, + {Y -“>lC4 + (4 + {Y6)1 -2 c~IlcvI + {x”}l 
The left vertical reduction implies that t/z E a(ui), (x, z) E 0. 
The cases l(wr) i 1(w3) - 2 and l(wJ = l(wg) - 1 follow from symmetry. 
Since we have found a common reduction for w’ and w” in each case, it follows that 
+ is locally confluent. 0 
Lemma 1.2. + is Noetherian. 
Proof. Define the function f:%?* -+ N by 
f(C~IlC”21 ‘.’ Cural) = i i.(l"il + I). 
i=l 
For all w,w’ E%?*, if w -+ w’, then f(w) >f(w’). So any infinite chain 
W~--+W2-‘Wj-+ .” induces an infinite sequence of natural numbers 
f(wl) >f(w2) >f(wJ > ... . Hence + is Noetherian. 0 
By the previous two lemmas, for each w E% *, there exists a unique irreducible 
z E%?* such that w +*z. These irreducibles are of the form [al] [Ia23 ... [u,J where 
each of the following holds: 
(1) Vi, 2 ~ i i k, VX” EUi, 3y ECI(Ui-1) S.t. (X,y) ~ 8, 
(2) Vi, 2 < i I k, VX’EU~, X-~&IA-~, 
(3)Vi,l<i<k,ni#@. 
Notice that the conditions 1,2, and 3 above are the negations of the conditions for 
1 2 
‘9 +, and 5 , respectively. Also, for all w,w’ E%?*, w - w’ iff p(w) = fl(w’), where 
- is the equivalence relation induced by + . 
The reduction + is quite inefficient as far as the number of reductions necessary for 
arriving at an irreducible is concerned. It follows from [14] that canonical arrows for 
this set of normal forms are induced by the set of arrows of the form [u] [v] + (normal 
form for [u] [v]), where u,v # 0 and [u] [v] is not in normal form. 
Since we have a set of normal forms for the elements of V* and a surjective monoid 
homomorphism fi: V* + G with ,5(w) = p(w’) iff w - w’, it follows that to each g E G 
there exists a unique irreducible representative [u1][u2] ... [uk] E%* such that 
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,k( [ur] [uZ] ... [uJ) = g. We also have a corresponding unique representative word in 
d*, namely P(CUII)PK~~) ... ~(Cukl). 
Example. Let X = {a,h,c}, 0 = {(a,b),(b,a),(b,c)(c,b)}, and order X by 
a<c<b. The group element /l(a4cu -lczb’o) has the representative 
~{~~~}14C{~,~>lCC~~‘,~}l~{~,~}12Co12 in g*, and the corresponding represen- 
tative (ab)4cba-1(bc)2b3 in d*. 
2. A combing for graph groups 
Now that we have normal forms for the elements of G in terms of the monoid 
generators %?*, we have a candidate for a combing for G relative to fi:%‘* + G. 
Specifically, we denne UIG-+ %?* by c(g) = C~IIC~zl ...Cd, where 
i(C4 Cu21 ... CwJ) = g and Cd Cu21 ‘.. [uk] is in normal form. Then o is a section of 
jIi by construction. Let d denote d,, and Iv/ denote the cardinality of the set v. 
Proposition 2.1. Vg EG, V[cv] E@?, V’t, d(a(g)(t), a(g[v])(t)) I (~1. 
Proof. By induction on (~1. Assume o(g) = [uJ[uJ ... [uJ. 
Base: Iu( = 1, say v = {x”}. Abusing notation, we’ll write [xc] for [{x’}]. We must 
compare [ul][u2] ... [u,J with the normal form for [~r][uJ ... [uJ[x’]. There are 
three cases, depending on the “ultimate fate” of the element x”. 
Case 1: [ur][uJ ... [uJ[x’] is irreducible. Then o(g[x&]) = [ur][uJ ... [uJ 
[x&I, so 44d(t), 4gCxEl)W) 5 1. 
Case 2: [Ul] [UJ ..’ [UJ [X”] +*[Ul] [Uz] “’ [Id-l] [Ui + {X”}] [Ui+l] “’ [U,], 
where no further reductions are possible. Then 
a(CICx”l) = C”llCu21 “. C”i-IIC”i + {XFJICUi+ll “’ C”kl. 
Now, in G, [uJ ... [u,][x’] = [ui + {x”}] ... [u,] for i I t I k. So 
d@(g)(t), o(g[x”])(t)) = ; ;; ;:ttif,- l, i. - - 
Case 3: [ul] [u2] ... [uk] [x6] -+ *C”l]Cu2] “’ C”i-IIC”i - {x -c}lCui+ll .” C”kl. 
Then we have the following 
[Ul] “’ [Ui] .‘. [Uk][X'][X ~“1 ~ cull ..’ C&J 
* 
I II 
[UJ “. [Ui - {x -C)] “. [uJ[x -“]p+ cull ... C%l 
Let h = L;([u,] ... [ui - {x -&)I ... [u,J). Then by Case 2 (see the lower horizontal 
arrow above), d(o(h)(t), o(h[x -“I)(t)) < 1, so d(a(g)[x’])(t), a(g)(t)) 5 1. 
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Inductive Step: 1111 > 1, say u = vi + {x”}. So, in G, g[v] = g[vi][x”]. Then 
d(o(g)(r), o(gC~lN)) 5 d(h)(t)> 4gC~J)W) + d(dsC~JW 4gCuJCx”l)(Q) 
<lull+ 1 =JvI. 0 
Corollary 2.2. Graph groups are combable. 
Proof. Take K = max{ I CiJ 1 Ci is a commuting clique}. Then Vg E G and V[v] E%?, 
d(o(g)(r), o(gCul)W) I K V’t 2 0. 0 
It follows from [ 131 that graph groups have a solvable word problem. 
Since -+ does not increase the %-length, c is a geodesic combing. For if 
4s) = Cud Cd ... CwJ and g = Cd Cd ... [u,] in G, then [vJ[uJ ... [u,] +* 
[ul][uz] ... [uJ, so r 2 k. 
Since CJ is geodesic (quasi-geodesic suffices), graph groups satisfy a quadratic 
isoperimetric inequality [l]. We cannot hope for better unless f3 = 8, since otherwise 
G contains a copy of Z@Z. 
Remark. poo:G + JZZ* is a combing with constant K = 2. 
3. The combing is a bicombing 
We will now show that o also satisfies the bicombing condition. The following 
Lemma will be needed in this section. Recall that for g E G and w E %?*, g. w denotes 
the image of the path w under the left G-action of g. 
Lemma 3.1. Let g,k,k E G. Zfd(k o(g)(t), o(kg)(t)) I K1 and d(k . a(kg)(t), o(kkg)(t)) I 
K,, then d((kk).4g)(t), o(kkg)(t)) I K1 + KZ. 
Proof. 
d(W). o(g)(t), Q+d(t)) 
= 4k. (k. hN)L O@)(t)) 
2 0. (k. &)(t)X h. 4W(t)) + 4h. dW(t), 4hkdW) 
= d(k. 4s)(t)> 4d(t)) + d@. &NL ~Wd(t)) 
<Kl+Kz. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Vg EG, V [v] E’%‘, Vt, d([v].a(g)(t), o([v]g)(t)) I IuI 
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Proof. By induction on Io[. Assume o(g) = [ul] [uJ ... [uk]. 
Base: 1111 = 1, say D = {x”}. Again we’ll write [x6] for [{x’}]. We must compare 
[x”][ul][uZ] ... [uk] with its normal form. As with Proposition 2.1, there are three 
cases. 
Case 1: [x’] [ur] [ul] ... [uJ is irreducible. Then O( [x”] g) = [x”] [ur] [uJ ... [uk], 
so for ljtlk, [x”] .0(g)(t) = [xE][ul] ... [u,], while cr([x&]g)(t) = 
[x’][uJ ... [a,_,]. Since o([x”]g)(t) = [x”].a(g)(t) for t 2 k + 1, d([x”].c~(g)(t), 
c([x’]g)(t)) 5 1 for all t. 
Case 2: 
[X”] [Ul] [Uz] “’ [UJ +*[{XE) + VI] [WI + u21 “’ IWih 1 + vi1 Cwil II%+ 11 ... C”kl 
for some 1 I i I k where no further reductions are possible and uj = vj + wj. Since 
[ul] [uZ] ... [uJ is irreducible, no cancellations can occur and no elements of d can 
move more than one step to the left. Let v: denote v1 + {x”}. Then 
C41CWI +%I “. CWI + &I> for t I i, 
o(Cx”lCI)(t) = Cv:l[wI + VI21 .” Cwihl + uil[Wil> for f =i+ 1, 
[V:][Wr + Uz] “’ [Will + Ui][Wi][Ui+,] “’ [Lie,], for t 2 i + 2, 
while [x”].o(g)(t) = [xB][Ul][Uz] ... [U,]. But in G, [v[][wr + ~~1 ... [w,_~ + v,] 
[w,] = [xE][uI][u,] ... [u,] for t I i, and a([x”]g)(t) = [x”] ‘o(g)(t), for t 2 i + 1, so 
d([x”] . o(g)(t), g([x”]g)(t)) I 1 for all t. 
Case 3: 
Cd Cd C%l .. . lukl-* CUT + vZICw* +v3l .‘. Cwi-1 + vilCwilCui+Il “. C”kl 
for some 1 I i I k where u; = U, - {x -“} and uj = vj + wj. Since [uJ[uJ ... [uk] is 
irreducible, only the first cancellation can occur and (again) no elements of JZ? can move 
more than one step to the left. Then we have the following: 
Let h = /I~([u; + uJ[wZ + ~131 ... [wi-1 + Vi][~i][Ui+,] ... [uJ). Then by Case 2 
(see the lower horizontal arrow above) and group action properties, 
44[lx”ls)(t), cx”l~m(t)) = 4Cx”l. cx - “1. ~(cx”lg)(o, Lx”1 ohm) 
= 4rx - “1 .4lIx”ls)(t), m(a) 
= d([x -“]~o(h)(t), o([x -“]h)(t)) i 1. 
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Inductive step: [VI > 1, say v = v1 + {x”}. Applying the previous lemma with h = [x”] 
and k = [vJ (so K, = lull and K2 = l), we have d([v].o(g)(t),o([v]g)(t)) I 1111. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Graph groups are bicombable. 
Proof. Again take K = max { ICi( 1 Ci is a commuting clique). We know from Corollary 
2.2 that c is a combing with constant K, and from the previous proposition we have 
Vg EG and V [v] ~59, d([v] ‘a(g)(t), o([v]g)(t)) I K Vt 2 0. 0 
It follows from [13] that graph groups have a solvable conjugacy problem. 
Remark. The section p”a: G + d* of ~1: d* --f G is a (geodesic) bicombing with constant 
K’ = 3K, where K is as above. 
4. Graph groups and biautomatic 
We have shown the section g: G + 9? of p which sends each g E G to its normal form 
satisfies the bicombing conditions. So we need only show that o(G) is a regular %*-lan- 
guage to prove that G is biautomatic. 
Proposition 4.1. Graph groups are biautomatic. 
Proof. Let R = { [u] [II] I [u], [v] E V and [u] [v] is not irreducible}. Notice 
a(G) = %‘* - %‘?*RV* since w EC(G) iff w $%‘*RV iff w EQ?* - VR%T* .
Since R is finite, it is a regular @‘*-language, as is V? *. Since Rat@*), the collection of all 
regular q*-languages, is closed under both concatenation and complementation [3], 
%?* - %‘*R%?* = a(G) is a regular %*-language. 
Hence graph groups are biautomatic. 0 
Remark. Since p:%* --f d* is a monoid homomorphism and o(G) is a regular %*-lan- 
guage, @a)(G) = p(%T* - %‘*R%?*) is a regular &*-language [S]. 
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